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Fume Hood Color # 
Verify:

EDGE BAND COLOR 
 WHITE 
 BLACK 
 NATURAL ALMOND 
 _____________________N/A

PLASTIC LAMINATE PATTERN 
* Select from the standard Wilson Art color chain * 

DOOR PATTERN: ___________________________ 

DRAWER PATTERN: ______________________ 
BODY PATTERN: ___________________________N/A

VERIFY: 
VERIFY: 

P-lam Top Pattern # 
Verify:

EPOXY RESIN
EPOXY RESIN
EPOXY RESIN

TYPE OF TOP’ (S)

Heritage II 

                            

        STYLE PULL KEYING

NOTES:
A.) All tops are 1" Black Epoxy Resin. 
B.) All curbs are to be 4" high. 
C.) All locks within each room to be keyed alike.  Each room to be keyed different than the next.  Two 

keys provided for each lock. Masterkeys provided as required. Each lock equipped with removacore 
keying control. (Except at tall case locking handles.) Locks to be five disc. 

D.) Locks provided only where shown. 
E.) All drawers are provided with wrap-around bottom/side mount 100# epoxy powder coated metal 

drawer slides with listed features of in-stop, double warning roll-out preventor, built-in stay close, and 
self-closing. 

F.) All glass to be tempered glass. 
G.) All electric receptacles to be 20 amp. G.F.I. service units. 
H.) All electric receptacles and switches are Black in color with a stainless steel cover plate. 
I.) All fixtures to be manufactured by Water Saver. 
J.) All fixtures to be epoxy coated: Verify the color ___________.(White, Tan, or Gray) 
K.) All fixtures to be vandal resistant. 
L.) All water fixtures to be equipped with vacuum breakers and aerators. 
M.) Microscope Cases - See attached cutsheet for unit description and signoff. A signature is required 

before production can be started. 
N.) Our standard clear polycarbonate resin, heavy duty, double pin, locking shelf clips are provided. 

EMPIRE AL-2 KEYED ALIKE

02-10-2020
Pryor Storm Shelter 

Pryor, Oklahoma 

05695
Ottawa Fixture 

Mike Hembree 
100-57

OAKICI Scientific Casework

PROJECT DATA DOCUMENT

DATE:
REV
REV
REV
REV

PROJECT  JOB NUMBER:
 DISTRIBUTOR:
 ATTENTION:
 PURCHASE ORDER:

1865 Highway 641 North  Paris, TN  38242    (731) 642-4251 

PLEASE VERIFY 
WOOD FINISH – Select from samples provided 

1000 NATURAL 2000 HONEY 3000 AMBER
4000 AUBURN 5000 HARVEST 6000 CHILI

            7000 MOCHA

Epoxy Resin
    MATERIAL: PLAIN SLICED, BOOK MATCHED RED OAK 

                                  ALL MATERIAL IS NAUF 
                               CARB PHASE 2 COMPLIANT 

KEY ALL ROOMS A LIKE

WHAT FIXTURES
ARE YOU
TALKING ABOUT?



Granite: Resistant to acid, scratches, stains, burns, or melting.  Harbors no bacteria or radon.
Note: Granite has natural characteristics that may influence grain texture and color, so any 
variances in individual pieces are normal..

Rhearock: Natural quarried sandstone, free of veins, laminations and stratification’s, is first 
impregnated with a highly chemical resistant polymerizing resin. A chemical resistant, 
resinous coating is the applied to exposed surfaces. The impregnating resin and surface 
coating are heat polymerized to cure the resin, toughen the stone, and provide a chemical and 
heat resistant uniform black surface. Additional colors are available. Exposed edges and 
corners are radiused, and drip groove is provided on the under surfaces, when specified. 

Corian Solid, non-porous surfacing material, homogeneously composed of natural minerals 
and high-performance acrylic. Standard color is Bone White; however there are a variety of 
additional shades available. Material is solid, smooth, flat, stain resistant, and easily repaired 
is nicked or scratched, and has inconspicuous seams. 

Chem-Surf: Top surface and edges are .054 inches thick, horizontal grade, high-pressure 
plastic laminate applied to a 46-50 lb. Density particleboard core. Surface is designed for use 
where extra chemical resistant is required. A phenolic backing sheet is applied to the bottom 
surface. Standard color is black with finely textured finish; however, other colors are available.

Tuf-Surf: Top surface and edges are .051 thick horizontal grade, extra-high wear resistant, 
high pressure, and plastic laminate. The high wear melamine-resin surface papers are 
pressed over a phenolic kraft core at high pressure and temperature. The laminate is then 
bonded to a 46-50-particleboard core. Standard color is black with a matte, textured finish; 
other colors are available. 

Maple: Top is composed of laminated strips of electronically glued, select hard maple. The top 
surface is finished with two coats of UV cured, penetrating acrylic sealer; and the bottom 
surface receives on coat.

P-lam: Top surface and edges are .050 Inch thick, horizontal grade, high pressures plastic 
laminate applied to a 46-50 lb. Density particleboard core.  A phenolic backing sheet is applied 
to the bottom surface. Standard color is black, however; other colors are available. 

Phenolic: Solid resin material composed of laminates of high-pressure thermoset plastic 
(Multi-layers of selected papers impregnated with special phenolic resins) with excellent 
chemical, acid and scratch resistance. Standard color is black with a black core. Other colors 
are available. 

Stainless Steel: Top is fabricated from number 16 gauge, type 302, 18-8 stainless steel. 
Exposed surfaces have a satin finish. The sink is reinforced on the full length of the underside 
with number 16 gauge steel, U type structural channels, a wood or steel frame, around the 
front and ends, is provided for fastening to cabinet. Sink bowels are seamless, electrically 
welded. Ground and Polished to a hand blended satin finish.  Drainboards, flanges, curbs and 
back splashes are integral. Joints are electrically welded, then ground and polished to a hand 
blended satin finish. The entire unit is thoroughly sound deadened. 

Epoxy resin: Molded from a modified epoxy resin and has optimum physical and chemical 
resistance. The specially compounded and cured uniform mixture throughout thickness of the 
top, is not dependent on surface coating for chemical or stain resistance. Standard color is 
non-glaring black. However, other colors are available at an upcharge. Exposed edges and 
corners are BEVELED, and a drip groove is provided on the under surface, where required.

“ELITE” STYLE S5-P 
Doors and drawer fronts are a particleboard core surrounded by 8mm oak rails over laid front and with vertical grade plastic laminate.
Base, Wall, and Upper cases hinged solid and sliding doors are 3/4” thick. Tall cases hinged solid and sliding doors are 3/4” thick. Wall, 
Tall and Upper cases framed glass (glazed) hinged and sliding doors are 1-1/16” thick. Color to be selected form Standard.  

 STANDARD HARDWARD 
PULLS: AL-2 Extruded Aluminum 

 LATCHING HANDLES: Chrome Plated 
 HINGES: Chrome Plated 
 LOCKS: Chrome Plated 

“ILLUSION”  STYLE S4-W 
(Square Edge Wood) 

Doors and drawer fronts are squared with profiling on all four edges, overlapping opening a minimum of 1/4” on all four sides. Standard
wood construction, finished to match casework. 

 STANDARD HARDWARE 
PULLS: Machined into Solid Wood 
LATCHING HANDLES: Chrome Plated 
HINGES: Chrome Plated 
LOCKS: Chrome Plated 

“EMPIRE”  STYLE S6-W 
Doors and drawer fronts are a particleboard core overlaid front and back with vertical grain rotary cut veneer with 3mm thick external
edgebanding. Base, Wall, and Upper cases hinged solid and sliding doors are 3/4” thick. Tall cases hinged solid and sliding doors are 3/4” 
thick. Wall, Tall and Upper cases framed glass (glazed) hinged and sliding doors are 1-1/16” thick. 

 STANDARD HARDWARE 
PULLS: AL-2 Extruded Aluminum 
LATCHING HANDLES: Chrome Plated 
HINGES: Chrome Plated 
LOCKS: Chrome Plated 

“SYMPHONY”  STYLE S7-W 
Doors and drawer fronts are a particleboard core overlaid front and back with vertical grain rift cut oak veneer with 3mm thick external 
edge banding. Base, Wall, and Upper cases hinged solid and sliding doors are 3/4” thick. Tall cases hinged solid and sliding doors are 3/4” 
thick. Wall, Tall and Upper cases framed glass (glazed) hinged and sliding doors are 3/4” thick veneer core plywood 3mm external edge 
banding.

 STANDARD HARDWARE 
 PULLS: AL-2 Extruded Aluminum 

LATCHING HANDLES: Chrome Plated 
HINGES: Chrome Plated 
LOCKS: Chrome Plated 

“SIGNATURE” STYLE S2-W 
(Square Edge Wood) 

Doors and drawer fronts are squared with profiling on all four edges, overlapping opening a minimum of 1/4” on all four sides. Standard
wood construction, finished to match casework. 

STANDARD HARDWARE 
PULLS: AL-2 Extruded Aluminum 
LATCHING HANDLES: Chrome Plated 
HINGES: Chrome Plated 
LOCKS: Chrome Plated 

“HERITAGE II”  STYLE S1-W 
(Lipped Wood) 

Doors and drawer fronts are lipped on all four edges, semi-recessed, overlapping opening a minimum of 1/4” on all four sides. The doors 
and drawers are vertical grain matching. Standard wood construction, finished to match casework. 

 STANDARD HARDWARE 
 PULLS: AL-1 Extruded Aluminum 

LATCHING HANDLES: Chrome Plated 
HINGES: Stainless Steel 
LOCKS: Chrome Plated 

“CLASSIC”  STYLE SC-2W 
(Square Edge Wood) 

Square Overlay design accented with 1/2” radius front while the back edge remains square.  Drawers have horizontal grain and doors have 
vertical grain. 

 STANDARD HARDWARE 
 PULLS: AL-3B Aluminum Epoxy Powder Coated Black Pulls 

LATCHING HANDLES: Black
HINGES: Black Finished Steel 
LOCKS: Black

“PULL   AL-2SS” 
        (Round Extruded Stainless Steel) 

Overall Length:          4-5/16”
Overall Projection: 1-5/16”

Granite: Resistant to acid, scratches, stains, burns, or melting.  Harbors no bacteria or radon.
Note: Granite has natural characteristics that may influence grain texture and color, so any 
variances in individual pieces are normal.

Granite: Resistant to acid, scratches, stains, burns, or melting.  Harbors no bacteria or radon.
Note: Granite has natural characteristics that may influence grain texture and color, so any 
variances in individual pieces are normal.

Granite: Resistant to acid, scratches, stains, burns, or melting.  Harbors no bacteria or radon.
Note: Granite has natural characteristics that may influence grain texture and color, so any 
variances in individual pieces are normal. 

   “PULL   PL-1” 
    (BLACK PLASTIC) 

     (SEMI-RECESSED BLACK PLASTIC) 
Overall Length: 4-3/8”
Overall Length: 1-1/4”
Overall Projection: 7/16”

Corian Solid, non-porous surfacing material, homogeneously composed of natural minerals 
and high-performance acrylic. Standard color is Bone White; however there are a variety of 
additional shades available. Material is solid, smooth, flat, stain resistant, and easily repaired 
is nicked or scratched, and has inconspicuous seams. 

Chem-Surf: Top surface and edges are .054 inches thick, horizontal grade, high-pressure 
plastic laminate applied to a 46-50 lb. Density particleboard core. Surface is designed for use 
where extra chemical resistant is required. A phenolic backing sheet is applied to the bottom 
surface. Standard color is black with finely textured finish; however, other colors are available.

Rhearock: Natural quarried sandstone, free of veins, laminations and stratification’s, is first 
impregnated with a highly chemical resistant polymerizing resin. A chemical resistant, 
resinous coating is the applied to exposed surfaces. The impregnating resin and surface 
coating are heat polymerized to cure the resin, toughen the stone, and provide a chemical and 
heat resistant uniform black surface. Additional colors are available. Exposed edges and 
corners are radiused, and drip groove is provided on the under surfaces, when specified.  

Tuf-Surf: Top surface and edges are .051 thick horizontal grade, extra-high wear resistant, 
high pressure, and plastic laminate. The high wear melamine-resin surface papers are 
pressed over a phenolic kraft core at high pressure and temperature. The laminate is then 
bonded to a 46-50-particleboard core. Standard color is black with a matte, textured finish; 
other colors are available. 

Maple: Top is composed of laminated strips of electronically glued, select hard maple. The top 
surface is finished with two coats of UV cured, penetrating acrylic sealer; and the bottom 
surface receives on coat.

P-lam: Top surface and edges are .050 Inch thick, horizontal grade, high pressures plastic 
laminate applied to a 46-50 lb. Density particleboard core.  A phenolic backing sheet is applied 
to the bottom surface. Standard color is black, however; other colors are available. 

Phenolic: Solid resin material composed of laminates of high-pressure thermoset plastic 
(Multi-layers of selected papers impregnated with special phenolic resins) with excellent 
chemical, acid and scratch resistance. Standard color is black with a black core. Other colors 
are available. 

Stainless Steel: Top is fabricated from number 16 gauge, type 302, 18-8 stainless steel. 
Exposed surfaces have a satin finish. The sink is reinforced on the full length of the underside 
with number 16 gauge steel, U type structural channels, a wood or steel frame, around the 
front and ends, is provided for fastening to cabinet. Sink bowels are seamless, electrically 
welded. Ground and Polished to a hand blended satin finish.  Drainboards, flanges, curbs and 
back splashes are integral. Joints are electrically welded, then ground and polished to a hand 
blended satin finish. The entire unit is thoroughly sound deadened. 

Epoxy resin: Molded from a modified epoxy resin and has optimum physical and chemical 
resistance. The specially compounded and cured uniform mixture throughout thickness of the 
top, is not dependent on surface coating for chemical or stain resistance. Standard color is 
non-glaring black. However, other colors are available at an upcharge. Exposed edges and 
corners are BEVELED, and a drip groove is provided on the under surface, where required.

Corian Solid, non-porous surfacing material, homogeneously composed of natural minerals 
and high-performance acrylic. Standard color is Bone White; however there are a variety of 
additional shades available. Material is solid, smooth, flat, stain resistant, and easily repaired 
is nicked or scratched, and has inconspicuous seams. 

Chem-Surf: Top surface and edges are .054 inches thick, horizontal grade, high-pressure 
plastic laminate applied to a 46-50 lb. Density particleboard core. Surface is designed for use 
where extra chemical resistant is required. A phenolic backing sheet is applied to the bottom 
surface. Standard color is black with finely textured finish; however, other colors are available.

Rhearock: Natural quarried sandstone, free of veins, laminations and stratification’s, is first 
impregnated with a highly chemical resistant polymerizing resin. A chemical resistant, 
resinous coating is the applied to exposed surfaces. The impregnating resin and surface 
coating are heat polymerized to cure the resin, toughen the stone, and provide a chemical and 
heat resistant uniform black surface. Additional colors are available. Exposed edges and 
corners are radiused, and drip groove is provided on the under surfaces, when specified.  

Tuf-Surf: Top surface and edges are .051 thick horizontal grade, extra-high wear resistant, 
high pressure, and plastic laminate. The high wear melamine-resin surface papers are 
pressed over a phenolic kraft core at high pressure and temperature. The laminate is then 
bonded to a 46-50-particleboard core. Standard color is black with a matte, textured finish; 
other colors are available. 

Maple: Top is composed of laminated strips of electronically glued, select hard maple. The top 
surface is finished with two coats of UV cured, penetrating acrylic sealer; and the bottom 
surface receives on coat.

P-lam: Top surface and edges are .050 Inch thick, horizontal grade, high pressures plastic 
laminate applied to a 46-50 lb. Density particleboard core.  A phenolic backing sheet is applied 
to the bottom surface. Standard color is black, however; other colors are available. 

Phenolic: Solid resin material composed of laminates of high-pressure thermoset plastic 
(Multi-layers of selected papers impregnated with special phenolic resins) with excellent 
chemical, acid and scratch resistance. Standard color is black with a black core. Other colors 
are available. 

Stainless Steel: Top is fabricated from number 16 gauge, type 302, 18-8 stainless steel. 
Exposed surfaces have a satin finish. The sink is reinforced on the full length of the underside 
with number 16 gauge steel, U type structural channels, a wood or steel frame, around the 
front and ends, is provided for fastening to cabinet. Sink bowels are seamless, electrically 
welded. Ground and Polished to a hand blended satin finish.  Drainboards, flanges, curbs and 
back splashes are integral. Joints are electrically welded, then ground and polished to a hand 
blended satin finish. The entire unit is thoroughly sound deadened. 

Epoxy resin: Molded from a modified epoxy resin and has optimum physical and chemical 
resistance. The specially compounded and cured uniform mixture throughout thickness of the 
top, is not dependent on surface coating for chemical or stain resistance. Standard color is 
non-glaring black. However, other colors are available at an upcharge. Exposed edges and 
corners are BEVELED, and a drip groove is provided on the under surface, where required.

Corian Solid, non-porous surfacing material, homogeneously composed of natural minerals 
and high-performance acrylic. Standard color is Bone White; however there are a variety of 
additional shades available. Material is solid, smooth, flat, stain resistant, and easily repaired 
is nicked or scratched, and has inconspicuous seams. 

Chem-Surf: Top surface and edges are .054 inches thick, horizontal grade, high-pressure 
plastic laminate applied to a 46-50 lb. Density particleboard core. Surface is designed for use 
where extra chemical resistant is required. A phenolic backing sheet is applied to the bottom 
surface. Standard color is black with finely textured finish; however, other colors are available.

Rhearock: Natural quarried sandstone, free of veins, laminations and stratification’s, is first 
impregnated with a highly chemical resistant polymerizing resin. A chemical resistant, 
resinous coating is the applied to exposed surfaces. The impregnating resin and surface 
coating are heat polymerized to cure the resin, toughen the stone, and provide a chemical and 
heat resistant uniform black surface. Additional colors are available. Exposed edges and 
corners are radiused, and drip groove is provided on the under surfaces, when specified.  

Tuf-Surf: Top surface and edges are .051 thick horizontal grade, extra-high wear resistant, 
high pressure, and plastic laminate. The high wear melamine-resin surface papers are 
pressed over a phenolic kraft core at high pressure and temperature. The laminate is then 
bonded to a 46-50-particleboard core. Standard color is black with a matte, textured finish; 
other colors are available. 

Phenolic: Solid resin material composed of laminates of high-pressure thermoset plastic 
(Multi-layers of selected papers impregnated with special phenolic resins) with excellent 
chemical, acid and scratch resistance. Standard color is black with a black core. Other colors 
are available. 

Stainless Steel: Top is fabricated from number 16 gauge, type 302, 18-8 stainless steel. 
Exposed surfaces have a satin finish. The sink is reinforced on the full length of the underside 
with number 16 gauge steel, U type structural channels, a wood or steel frame, around the 
front and ends, is provided for fastening to cabinet. Sink bowels are seamless, electrically 
welded. Ground and Polished to a hand blended satin finish.  Drainboards, flanges, curbs and 
back splashes are integral. Joints are electrically welded, then ground and polished to a hand 
blended satin finish. The entire unit is thoroughly sound deadened. 

SEE ELEVATION DRAWING (‘S) FOR SECTION VIEW OF TOPS

“PULL   AL-3” 
          (Aluminum Arc Design)  
                          Overall Length: 4-3/4”

Overall Projection: 1-1/4”

“MACHINED PULL” 
(Finger Grove Machined into Door Or Drawer Front) 

“PULL   AL-3BK” 
          (Black Powder Coated Arc)  
                          Overall Length: 4-3/4”

Overall Projection: 1-1/4”

“SIGNATURE II” STYLE S2-W 
(Square Edge Wood) 

Rotary cut veneer on particleboard core with 3mm solid wood edging.  Doors and drawer fronts are squared with profiling on all four
edges, overlapping opening a minimum of 1/4” on all four sides.  Drawers are horizontal grain.  Doors are vertical grain. 

STANDARD HARDWARE 
PULLS: AL-2 Extruded Aluminum 
LATCHING HANDLES: Chrome Plated 
HINGES: Chrome Plated 
LOCKS: Chrome Plated 

“SIGNATURE II” STYLE S2-W 
(Square Edge Wood) 

Plain sliced grain veneer on particleboard core with 3mm solid wood edging.  Doors and drawer fronts are squared with profiling on all four 
edges, overlapping opening a minimum of 1/4” on all four sides.  Drawers are horizontal grain.  Doors are vertical grain. 

STANDARD HARDWARE 
PULLS: AL-2 Extruded Aluminum 
LATCHING HANDLES: Chrome Plated 
HINGES: Chrome Plated 
LOCKS: Chrome Plated 

“PRESTIGE”   STYLE   S1-P 
(Lipped Plastic) 

Doors and drawer fronts are lipped on all four edges, semi-recessed, overlapping opening a minimum of 1/4” on all four sides. Standard 
wood construction except faces will have plastic laminate surface. Color to be selected form Standard. Edges are machined to match
casework. 

STANDARD HARDWARE 
PULLS: AL-2 Aluminum Wire Pull 
LATCHING HANDLES:  Chrome Finish 
HINGES: S.S. Hinges 
LOCKS: Chrome Finish 

   “PULL   WD-1” 
            (Solid Oak) 

Surface Mount, Finished to match casework 
Overall Length: 5”
Overall Projection: 1-1/8”

“HERITAGE”  STYLE S1-W 
(Lipped Wood) 

Doors and drawer fronts are lipped on all four edges, semi-recessed, overlapping opening a minimum of 1/4” on all four sides. Standard 
wood construction, finished to match casework. 

 STANDARD HARDWARE 
 PULLS: AL-1 Extruded Aluminum 

LATCHING HANDLES: Chrome Plated 
HINGES: Stainless Steel 
LOCKS: Chrome Plated 

               “PULL   AL-1” 
                 (Extruded Aluminum) 
                           Overall Length: 4-1/2”

Overall Projection: 1”

Maple: Top is composed of laminated strips of electronically glued, select hard maple. The top 
surface is finished with two coats of UV cured, penetrating acrylic sealer; and the bottom 
surface receives one coat.  

“SPECTRUM”  STYLE S2-P 
(Square Edge Plastic) 

Doors and drawer fronts are square with 3mm black plastic molding, overlapping opening a minimum of 1/4” on all four sides. The core is 
particleboard with plastic laminate faces, Color to be selected form Standard.  

 STANDARD HARDWARE 
PULLS: AL-2BK Extruded Aluminum 
LATCHING HANDLES: Black
HINGES: Black Finished Steel 
LOCKS: Black

      “PULL   AL-2BK” 
(Round Extruded Aluminum Black) 

Overall Length: 4-5/16”
Overall Projection: 1-5/16”

Plastic laminate: Top surface and edges are .050 Inch thick, horizontal grade, high pressures 
plastic laminate applied to a 46-50 lb. Density particleboard core.  A phenolic backing sheet is 
applied to the bottom surface. Standard color is black, however; other colors are available. 

“EMPIRE”  STYLE S6-FW 
Doors and drawer fronts are a particleboard core overlaid front and back with vertical grain plain sliced veneer with 3mm thick external 
edge banding. Base, Wall, and Upper cases hinged solid and sliding doors are 3/4” thick. Tall cases hinged solid and sliding doors are 3/4” 
thick. Wall, Tall and Upper cases framed glass (glazed) hinged and sliding doors are 3/4” thick veneer core plywood with 3mm external 
edge banding. 

 STANDARD HARDWARE 
PULLS: AL-2 Extruded Aluminum 
LATCHING HANDLES: Chrome Plated 
HINGES: Chrome Plated 
LOCKS: Chrome Plated 

“PULL   AL-2” 
        (Round Extruded Aluminum) 

Overall Length:          4-5/16”
Overall Projection: 1-5/16”

Epoxy resin: Molded from a modified epoxy resin and has optimum physical and chemical 
resistance. The specially compounded and cured uniform mixture throughout thickness of the 
top, is not dependent on surface coating for chemical or stain resistance. Standard color is 
non-glaring black. However, other colors are available at an upcharge. Exposed edges and 
corners are BEVELED, and a drip groove is provided on the under surface, where required.  



Rough-In Detail For 
Standard Units 

ICI
CaseWork

= Service or Waste Stub-up. 

 = Sink Outlet Location 

 = Available Plumbing Space 

 HW = Hot Water  

 CW = Cold Water 

    G = Gas 

    E = 120 Volt, A.C. Electric 

    W = Waste 

    A = Air 

    V = Vacuum 

 P.C. = Pipe Chase 

 S.O. = Sink Outlet 

Dimension following S.O. indicates height from finished floor to bottom of sink outlet. 
If epoxy resin tailpiece is provided, subtract 4” from S.O. 

If polypropylene tailpiece is provided, subtract 6” from S.O. 



Building Conditions Guidelines 
ICI Casework & Equipment 

In order to provide the end user with the finest quality casework and furnishings at the completion of a project, 
and to assist the General Contractor, or Construction Manager, in properly sequencing and coordinating the 
casework delivery and installation activity with the other trades on the project, the following criteria has been 
established and defines the required degree of building readiness to facilitate the start of installation work. It is 
mandatory that these guidelines be met in order to minimize, or eliminate the potential damage to casework and 
equipment prior to acceptance by the end user. Installation firms should utilize the criteria to determine jobsite 
readiness during their pre-installation inspections. 

From the earliest stages, project schedules should take into account the following parameters: 

1. The building areas requiring the installation of casework and furnishings are to be dried-in and unexposed to any 
adverse weather conditions, which may damage finished materials. 

2. For proper curing of epoxy sealant and adhesives, interior building temperatures are not to register below 65 
degrees F. in areas of material installation. 

3. Interior building temperature is not to exceed 80 degrees F. to avoid undue drying of materials, subsequently 
causing structural fatigue and damage. Additionally, frequent or excessive changes in temperature or humidity 
levels during the course of the installation, or once casework and equipment are installed, must be avoided to 
prevent damage. 

4. To avoid undue stress or splitting of wood materials, moisture levels should not exceed 60% relative humidity. 
5. All overhead mechanical, electrical, or plumbing rough-in work is to be complete prior to delivery of casework. 
6. All mechanical, electrical, and plumbing rough-in work along walls or service islands where casework and 

equipment is to be installed is to be complete prior to delivery of materials. Final connections are to be 
coordinated with casework supplier. 

7. Walls/ partitions (whether framed, demountable, or masonry) must be in place. It is recommended that all painting 
be completed prior to delivery of casework and furnishings in an effort to avoid damage to equipment. Walls / 
Partitions must have at least the primer coat of paint applied. If finish painting is to take place after installation, the 
painting trade must adequately protect the casework and equipment by covering and masking all surfaces prior to 
commencing to paint. 

8. Wood or metal blocking (wall grounds) must be installed within partitions prior to delivery of casework and 
furnishings to allow for immediate installation on delivery. 

9. Overhead soffits or ceiling grid (with or without acoustic tiles) must be in place prior to material installation. 
10. Overhead lighting must be installed and connected prior to material installations. 
11. Flooring required to be placed under casework and furnishings must be installed prior to material delivery. 
12. Concrete floors must be level within acceptable trade tolerance. Specifically, the floor must be within 1/8” of level 

per 10 foot run, non-accumulative, when tested with a straight edge in any one direction. Floors, which exceed 
this requirement, will cause additional work during casework and furnishing installation. Unacceptable gaps at 
floor and tolerances at scribes and fillers, due to this problem, will not be the responsibility of the casework 
supplier. 

13. Wet operations to be performed by other trades must be complete prior to materials delivery. 

In order for delivery of casework and furnishings to take place, the following general guidelines must 
be applicable prior to shipment of materials: 

1. Lock-up rooms available 
2. Loading dock accessible 
3. Entry to elevator or hoist must be accessible 
4. Unobstructed use of hoist during delivery and easy distribution of materials must be possible 
5. Marshaling area for materials to be available 
6. Areas of installation to be broom clean 
7. Minimum trade interference in area of installation 



Blocking Location For stud wall Construction

A+C
HEIGHT ABOVE FLOOR INDEPENDENT

OF COUNTERTOP THICKNESS AND
BASE CABINET HEIGHT.*

“B” WALL CASE
HEIGHT

31 1/4''
(794mm)

23 3/4''
(603mm)

16 3/16''
(412mm)

12''
(305mm)

* TO MATCH 84'' (2134mm) HIGH TALL CASES

 NOTES: 
1. DIMENSIONS ARE BASED ON STD CASEWORK CONSTRUCTION 
     AND TO MATCH 84'' (2134mm) HIGH TALL CASES.
2. THIS DRAWING DOES NOT REPRESENT A RECOMMENDED 
    METHOD OF SECURING - CASEWORK, REQUIREMENTS VARY WITH 
    LOCAL AND STATE REGULATIONS.

“A”
BASE CABINET HEIGHT

PLUS 1'' (25mm) COUNTERTOP

31 1/4''
(794mm)

(23 3/4'')
(603mm)

16 3/16''
(412mm)

12''
(305mm)
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FIND “A” AND “B” READ “C”
A+C= HEIGHT ABOVE FLOOR

A+C
HEIGHT ABOVE

FLOOR

52 3/4''
(1340mm)

60 1/4''
(1531mm)

67 13/16''
(1722mm)

72''
(1829mm)

36''
(914mm)

16 3/4''
(426mm)

24 1/4''
(617mm)

31 13/16''
(808mm)

36''
(914mm)

34''
(862mm)

18 3/4''
(478mm)

26 1/4''
(669mm)

33 13/16''
(860mm)

38''
(967mm)

30''
(762mm)

22 3/4''
(578mm)

30 1/4''
(769mm)

37 13/16''
(960mm)

42''
(1067mm)

26''
(660mm)

26 3/4''
(680mm)

34 1/4''
(871mm)

41 13/16''
(1062mm)

46''
(1169mm)
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ATTACH CASE TO WALL
THRU 4” (102mm) RAILS
IN BACK OF CASE

ATTACH BASE UNIT TO FLOOR
AND ADJACENT CASEWORK.

NON-SINK BASE UNITS MAY ALSO
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 BY OTHERS.
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Drawer Construction 
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Drawer box depth is the 
inside useable depth 
 
Drawer mark indicates 
the number of drawers 
required to reach the full 
height of the unit. 
 
“F” indicates a file drawer with folder rack. 
File drawers are 10-1/4” (267mm) I.D. “H” Unless otherwise noted 

DRAWER WIDTHS I.D. 
Base 

Cabinet 
Width 

Number of Drawers Across
1 2 3 4

12-3/8” 
(314mm) 

8-7/8’ 
(225mm) 

   

15-5/16” 
(390mm) 

11-13/16” 
(302mm) 

   

18” 
(457mm) 

14-1/2” 
(369mm) 

   

21” 
(533mm) 

17-1/2” 
(445mm) 

   

24” 
(609mm) 

20-1/2’” 
(521mm) 

8-7/8’ 
(225mm) 

27” 
(685mm) 

23-1/2” 
(597mm) 

10-3/8” 
(264mm) 

30” 
(761mm) 

26-1/2” 
(673mm) 

11-7/8” 
(302mm) 

35-1/4” 
(895mm) 

31-3/4” 
(807mm) 

14-1/2” 
(368mm) 

8-5/8” 
(219mm) 

41-1/4” 
(1047mm) 

37-3/4” 
(959mm) 

17-1/2” 
(445mm) 

10-5/8” 
(269mm) 

47-1/4” 
(1199mm) 

43-3/4” 
(1111mm) 

20-1/2” 
(521mm) 

12-5/8” 
(321mm) 

8-11/16” 
(221mm) 

58-1/4” 
(1480mm) 

  16-1/4” 
(414mm) 

70-1/4” 
(1784mm) 

  20-1/4” 
(515mm) 

DRAWER CLEAR STORAGE HEIGHT (Opening minus 1”(25 mm)) 
Drawer  
Mark

35” 
(889mm) 

High Units 

33” 
(837mm) 

High Units 

29” 
(737mm) 

High Units 

25” 
(635mm) 

High Units 
2   10-1/4” 

(260mm) 
8-1/4” 

(210mm) 
3 8-1/4” 

(210mm) 
7-1/2” 

(191mm) 
6-1/4” 

(159mm) 
5” 

(127mm) 
4 5-3/4” 

(146mm) 
5-1/4” 

(133mm) 
4-1/4’” 

(108mm) 
3-1/4” 

(83mm)
5 4-1/4’” 

(108mm) 
6 3-1/4” 

(83mm)
3-1/4” 

(83mm)
2-1/2” 

(64mm)
8 2-1/4” 

(57mm)
F 10-1/4” 

(260mm) 
10-1/4” 

(260mm) 
10-1/4” 

(260mm) 

“H”

“W” “D”

Drawers are 17” (432mm) I.D. “D” Unless otherwise specified.

Drawer

Clear Storage 

Height 

 1. Drawer Fronts: Heritage, Signature, Illusion, and Classic Styles are 
made of Solid Red Oak or White Maple.  
Prestige Fronts are Solid Red Oak or White Maple with a plastic 
laminated face. 
Spectrum Fronts are made with 3/4” thick particleboard core with 
plastic laminate on both faces and a 3mm, black PVC edgebanding. 
Elite Fronts are made with 3/4” thick particleboard core with plastic 
laminate on both faces with a solid Red Oak or White Maple 
edgebanding.  
Symphony Fronts are made with 3/4” thick particleboard core with rift 
cut, vertical grain veneer on the face and a 3mm Solid Oak edge-
banding.  
Empire Fronts are made with 3/4” thick particleboard core with plain 
sliced, vertical grain Solid Red Oak or White Maple veneer on the face 
and a 3mm Solid Oak or White Maple edgebanding. Drawer fronts 
overlap opening by 1/4” on all four sides 

 2. Drawer Back and sides are 1/2” solid hardwood plywood with smooth 
top edge. 

 3. Drawer Bottom: 1/4” hardboard faced with wood grain melamine, set 
in and glued underneath, all four sides. 

 4. All corners are multi-finger, English dovetailed & glued. 
 5. Drawer have laboratory standard grade, heavy-duty, epoxy powder   

coated, cold rolled steel slides with 150lb. load capacity. Slides are 
equipped with heavy-duty, ball bearing nylon rollers for smooth 
effortless operation, and automatic positive stops to prevent accidental 
drawer removal, which also allows for quick removal without tools. 
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Base Cabinet Construction

1. Full horizontal front and back rail, 1” X 4”, particleboard with frosty white, thermo-fused melamine surface, are 
doweled and glued into the end panels.  

2. All intermediate rails are 3/4” X 4”, particleboard with frosty white, thermo-fused melamine surface bored, 
doweled and glued into end panels.  

3. Full, flush bottom panel is 3/4” particleboard laminated with frosty white, thermo-fused melamine surface. 
Bottom is bored, doweled and glued into end panels. 

4. Drawer separators (furnished only when requested) are 1/4” hardboard frosty white, thermo-fused melamine 
secured into dadoed intermediate front and back rails. 

5. Backs are frosty white, thermo-fused melamine on 1/4” substrate. Unexposed backs are recessed and dadoed 
into end panels and screwed into top rail and bottom panel.  

6. Exposed decorative laminate end panels are 3/4” particleboard, laminated with high pressure plastic. The 
exposed exterior surface will be color specified; interior surface is a frosty white, phenolic cabinet liner. 
Unexposed end panels are 3/4” particleboard laminated with frosty white, thermo-fused melamine surface. 

7. Adjustable shelves 3/4” particleboard laminated with frosty white, thermo-fused melamine surface. Shelves are 
supported at heavy-duty, laboratory grade, plastic shelf clips, which fit into a double row of holes drilled 32mm 
on center in the end panels, for maximum shelf adjustment and flexibility, unless noted otherwise. 

8. The 1/2mm black PVC edgebanding is laboratory standard grade for all front edges of end panel, shelves, front 
rails and bottom panel. The PVC edgebanding can be color coordinated to decorative exterior hi pressure 
plastic laminate, at no additional charge.  

1. Full horizontal top frame is bored, doweled and glued to end panels.  Front top rail: 2 ¼” x 1” solid hardwood with 
3mm MAPLE edgebanding on front edge; rear top rail: 2 1/8” x 1” solid hardwood; side rails: 2 1/8” x 1” solid 
hardwood tenoned, glued and screwed into the end panels. 

2. All intermediate rails are bored, doweled and glued into end panels. Front rail: 2-1/2” X 3/4” solid MAPLE. Back rail: 
(when required) 2-1/2 X 3/4” solid hardwood. 

3. Full, flush bottom panel is bored, doweled and glued into end panels. Exposed bottom is 3/4” MAPLE veneer with a 
plywood core and 3/4” hardwood veneer core for unexposed. 

4. Drawer separators (furnished only when requested) are 1/4” hardboard faced with wood grain melamine secured 
into dadoed intermediate front and back rails. 

5. Cabinets with exposed interiors have 1/4” MAPLE veneer with plywood core backs. Cabinets with unexposed 
interior have 1/4” hardboard faced with wood grain melamine backs. All backs are recessed and let into dadoed end 
panels and screwed to the back top rail and bottom panel. Cabinets with exposed backs are 3/4” uniform MAPLE 
veneer with a plywood core bored, doweled and glued into end panels. 

6. End panels are 3/4” uniform MAPLE veneer with a plywood core when exposed and 3/4” hardwood veneer with a 
plywood core when unexposed. 

7. Adjustable shelves are 3/4” uniform MAPLE veneer with a plywood core when exposed and 3/4” hardwood veneer 
with a plywood core when unexposed, except shelves over 36” wide to be 1” thick.. Shelves are supported on 
heavy-duty, laboratory grade, plastic shelf clips, which fit into a double row of holes drilled 32mm on center in the 
end panels, for maximum shelf adjustment and flexibility, unless noted otherwise. 

8. Solid lumber edgebanding for all end panels, bottom panel and shelves is 1/8” (3mm) MAPLE.  

1. Full horizontal top frame is bored, doweled and glued to end panels.  Front top rail: 2 ¼” x 1” solid hardwood 
with 3mm oak or maple edgebanding on front edge; rear top rail: 2 1/8” x 1” solid hardwood; side rails: 2 1/8” x 
1” solid hardwood tenoned, glued and stapled into front and back rails of the top frame. 

2. All intermediate rails are bored, doweled and glued into end panels. Front rail: 2-1/2” X 3/4” solid OAK. Back 
rail: (when required) 2-1/2 X 3/4” solid hardwood. 

3. Full, flush bottom panel is bored, doweled and glued into end panels. Exposed bottom is 3/4” OAK veneer with 
a plywood core and 3/4” hardwood veneer core for unexposed. 

4. Drawer separators (furnished only when requested) are 1/4” hardboard faced with wood grain melamine 
secured into dadoed intermediate front and back rails. 

5. Cabinets with exposed interiors have 1/4” OAK veneer with plywood core backs. Cabinets with unexposed 
interior have 1/4” hardboard faced with wood grain melamine backs. All backs are recessed and let into dadoed 
end panels and screwed to the back top rail and bottom panel. Cabinets with exposed backs are 3/4” uniform 
OAK veneer with a plywood core bored, doweled and glued into end panels. 

6. End panels are 3/4” uniform OAK veneer with a plywood core when exposed and 3/4” hardwood veneer with a 
plywood core when unexposed. 

7. Adjustable shelves are 3/4” uniform OAK veneer with a plywood core when exposed and 3/4” hardwood veneer 
with a plywood core when unexposed. Shelves are supported on heavy-duty, laboratory grade, plastic shelf 
clips, which fit into a double row of holes drilled 32mm on center in the end panels, for maximum shelf 
adjustment and flexibility, unless noted otherwise. 

8. Solid lumber edgebanding for all end panels, bottom panel and shelves is 1/8” (3mm) OAK.  
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Wall Case Construction
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1. Top and bottom panels are bored, doweled and glued into end panels, 1” particleboard laminated with frosty 
white, thermo-fused melamine surface. 

2. Backs are frosty white, thermo-fused melamine on 1/4” substrate. Unexposed backs are recessed and dadoed 
into end panels and screwed into top rail and bottom panel. 

3. Exposed decorative laminate end panels are 3/4” particleboard, laminated with high pressure plastic. The 
exposed exterior surface will be color specified; interior surface is a frosty white, phenolic cabinet liner. 
Unexposed end panels are 3/4” particleboard laminated with frosty white, thermo-fused melamine surface. 

4. Adjustable shelves are 1” particleboard laminated with frosty white, thermo-fused melamine surface. Shelves 
are supported on heavy-duty, laboratory grade, plastic shelf clips, which fit into a double row of holes drilled 
32mm on center in the end panels, for maximum shelf adjustment and flexibility, unless noted otherwise.

5. The 1/2mm black PVC edgebanding is laboratory standard grade for all front edges of end panel, shelves, front 
rails and bottom panel. The PVC edgebanding can be color coordinated to decorative exterior hi pressure 
plastic laminate, at no additional charge.

Wall and upper cases are rigidly constructed, integral units utilizing bored, doweled, glued and screwed construction 
while providing a flush interior and exterior. 

Top and bottom exterior back veneer with a plywood core hanger rails are bored, doweled and glued to the end panels 
and then screwed to the top or bottom panel. 

1. Top and bottom panels are bored, doweled and glued into end panels. Exposed interiors top and bottom are 1” 
MAPLE veneer with a plywood core and 1” hardwood veneer with a plywood core for unexposed. 

2. Cases with exposed interiors have 1/4” MAPLE veneer with plywood core backs. Cases with unexposed 
interior have 1/4” hardboard faced with wood grain melamine backs. All backs are recessed and let into dadoed 
end panels and screwed to the back top rail and bottom panel. 

3. End panels are 3/4” MAPLE veneer with a plywood core when exposed and 3/4” hardwood veneer with a 
plywood core when unexposed. 

4. Adjustable shelves are 1” MAPLE veneer with a plywood core when exposed and 1” hardwood veneer with a 
plywood core when unexposed. Shelves are supported on heavy-duty, laboratory grade, plastic shelf clips, 
which fit into a double row of holes drilled 32mm on center in the end panels, for maximum shelf adjustment 
and flexibility, unless noted otherwise. 

5. Solid lumber edgebanding for all end panels, bottom and top panel, and shelves is 1/8” (3mm) MAPLE.  

Wall and upper cases are rigidly constructed, integral units utilizing bored, doweled, glued and screwed construction 
while providing a flush interior and exterior. 

Top and bottom exterior back veneer with a plywood core hanger rails are bored, doweled and glued to the end panels 
and then screwed to the top or bottom panel. 

The bottom panel is dadoed for the back panel, in order to conceal the back panel from the bottom of the wall case. 

1. Top and bottom panels are bored, doweled and glued into end panels. Exposed interiors top and bottom are 1” 
OAK veneer with a plywood core and 1” hardwood veneer with a plywood core for unexposed. 

2. Cases with exposed interiors have 1/4” OAK veneer with plywood core backs. Cases with unexposed interior 
have 1/4” hardboard faced with wood grain melamine backs. All backs are recessed and let into dadoed end 
panels and screwed to the back top rail and bottom panel. 

3. End panels are 3/4” red OAK veneer with a plywood core when exposed and 3/4” hardwood veneer with a 
plywood core when unexposed. 

4. Adjustable shelves are 1” red OAK veneer with a plywood core when exposed and 1” hardwood veneer with a 
plywood core when unexposed. Shelves are supported on heavy-duty, laboratory grade, plastic shelf clips, 
which fit into a double row of holes drilled 32mm on center in the end panels, for maximum shelf adjustment 
and flexibility, unless noted otherwise. 

5. Solid lumber edgebanding for all end panels, bottom and top panel, and shelves is 1/8” (3mm) red OAK.  

Wall and upper cases are rigidly constructed, integral units utilizing bored, doweled, glued and screwed construction 
while providing a flush interior and exterior. 

Top and bottom exterior back veneer with a plywood core hanger rails are bored, doweled and glued to the end panels 
and then screwed to the top or bottom panel. 



Tall Case Construction
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1. Top and bottom panels are bored, doweled and glued into end panels, 1” particleboard laminated with frosty 
white, thermo-fused melamine surface. 

2. Backs are frosty white, thermo-fused melamine on 1/4” substrate. Unexposed backs are recessed and dadoed 
into end panels and screwed into top rail and bottom panel.  

3. Exposed decorative laminate end panels are 3/4” particleboard, laminated with high pressure plastic. The 
exposed exterior surface will be color specified; interior surface is a frosty white, phenolic cabinet liner. 
Unexposed end panels are 3/4” particleboard laminated with frosty white, thermo-fused melamine surface. 

4. Adjustable shelves are 1” particleboard laminated with frosty white, thermo-fused melamine surface. Shelves 
are supported on heavy-duty, laboratory grade, plastic shelf clips, which fit into a double row of holes drilled 
32mm on center in the end panels, for maximum shelf adjustment and flexibility, unless noted otherwise.

5. The 1/2mm black PVC edgebanding is laboratory standard grade for all front edges of end panel, shelves, front 
rails and bottom panel. The PVC edgebanding can be color coordinated to decorative exterior hi pressure 
plastic laminate, at no additional charge.

Tall cases are rigidly constructed, integral units utilizing bored, doweled, glued and screwed construction while providing 
a flush interior and exterior. 

1. Top panels are bored, doweled, and glued into end panels.  Exposed top panels are 1” MAPLE veneer with a 
plywood core.  Unexposed top panels are 1” hardwood veneer with a plywood core.  Bottom panels are bored, 
doweled, and glued into end panels.  Exposed bottom are 3/4” MAPLE veneer with a plywood core and 3/4” 
hardwood veneer with a plywood core for unexposed. 

2. Cases with exposed interiors have 1/4” MAPLE veneer with plywood core backs. Cases with unexposed 
interior have 1/4” hardboard faced with wood grain melamine backs. All backs are recessed and let into dadoed 
end panels and screwed to the back top rail and bottom panel. 

3. End panels are 3/4” MAPLE veneer with a plywood core when exposed and 3/4” hardwood veneer with a 
plywood core when unexposed. 

4. Adjustable shelves are 1” MAPLE veneer with a plywood core when exposed and 1” hardwood veneer with a 
plywood core when unexposed. Shelves are supported on heavy-duty, laboratory grade, plastic shelf clips, 
which fit into a double row of holes drilled 32mm on center in the end panels, for maximum shelf adjustment 
and flexibility, unless noted otherwise. 

5. Solid lumber edgebanding for all end panels, bottom and top panel, and shelves is 1/8” (3mm) MAPLE.  

Tall cases are rigidly constructed, integral units utilizing bored, doweled, glued and screwed construction while providing 
a flush interior and exterior. 

1. Top panels are bored, doweled, and glued into end panels.  Exposed top panels are 1” OAK veneer with a 
plywood core.  Unexposed top panels are 1” hardwood veneer with a plywood core.  Bottom panels are bored, 
doweled, and glued into end panels.  Exposed bottom are 3/4” OAK veneer with a plywood core and 3/4” 
hardwood veneer with a plywood core for unexposed. 

2. Cases with exposed interiors have 1/4” OAK veneer with plywood core backs. Cases with unexposed interior 
have 1/4” hardboard faced with wood grain melamine backs. All backs are recessed and let into dadoed end 
panels and screwed to the back top rail and bottom panel. 

3. End panels are 3/4” red OAK veneer with a plywood core when exposed and 3/4” hardwood veneer with a 
plywood core when unexposed. 

4. Adjustable shelves are 1” red OAK veneer with a plywood core when exposed and 1” hardwood veneer with a 
plywood core when unexposed. Shelves are supported on heavy-duty, laboratory grade, plastic shelf clips, 
which fit into a double row of holes drilled 32mm on center in the end panels, for maximum shelf adjustment 
and flexibility, unless noted otherwise. 

5. Solid lumber edgebanding for all end panels, bottom and top panel, and shelves is 1/8” (3mm) red OAK.  

Tall cases are rigidly constructed, integral units utilizing bored, doweled, glued and screwed construction while providing 
a flush interior and exterior. 



Table Construction
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1. 3/4” X 4-7/8” wide solid MAPLE rails. 
2. Table legs are 2-1/4” X 2-1/4” solid MAPLE. 
3. Steel corner brackets are 13 gauge zinc plated clod rolled formed steel through which 5/16” table leg bolts are 

secured.
4. Six (6) Euro screws secure the steel brackets into the solid MAPLE rails. 
5. Internal, unexposed, table support rails are 3/4” hardwood veneer with a plywood core bored, doweled, and glued 

into solid MAPLE apron rail. 

1. 3/4” X 4-7/8” wide solid red OAK rails. 
2. Table legs are 2-1/4” X 2-1/4” solid red OAK. 
3. Steel corner brackets are 13 gauge zinc plated cold rolled formed steel through which 5/16” table leg bolts are 

secured.
4. Six (6) Euro screws secure the steel brackets into the solid red OAK rails. 
5. Internal, unexposed, table support rails are 3/4” hardwood veneer with a plywood core bored, doweled, and glued 

into solid OAK apron rail. 



PER PREVIOUS MARK UPS -
TOTES TO BE #6346
SIZE: 19"W X 13.75 D X 3.5" D
QTY: 48

PER PREVIOUS MARK UPS -
CABINET TO BE #6357
SIZE: 47.25"W X 84"H X 22.5" D











PER PREVIOUS MARK UPS
CABINET IS TO BE #8644
WE HAVE A HEIGHT
RESTRICTION OF 48" MAX
AND MUST GET CORRIDIVE
CABINET AND SAFETY
STORAGE TOGETHER



PER PREVIOUS MARK UPS
CABINET IS TO BE #8648 W/
8650
WE HAVE A HEIGHT
RESTRICTION OF 48" MAX
AND MUST GET CORRIDIVE
CABINET AND SAFETY
STORAGE TOGETHER















PER PREVIOUS MARK UPS
SINK TO BE #9732







PROVIDE ONLY 1
ASSEMBLY PER TABLE.
PUT IN THE MIDDLE OF
TABLE.
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